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Abstrat: We desribe the onditions under whih a set of ontinuous variables or haraters an
be desribed as an X-tree or a split network. A distane matrix orresponds exatly to a split network
or a valued X-tree if, after ordering of the taxa, the variables values an be embedded into a funtion
with at most a loal maxima and a loal minima, and rossing any horizontal line at most twie. In
real appliations, the order of the taxa best satisfying the above onditions an be obtained using the
Minimum Contradition method. This approah is applied to 2 sets of ontinuous haraters. The rst set
orresponds to raniofaial landmarks in Hominids. The ontradition matrix is used to identify possible
tree strutures and some alternatives when they exist. We explain how to disover the main struturing
haraters in a tree. The seond set onsists of a sample of 100 galaxies. In that seond example one
shows how to disretize the ontinuous variables desribing physial properties of the galaxies without
disrupting the underlying tree struture.
1. Introdution
Maximum parsimony and distane-based approahes are the most popular methods to produe phy-
logeneti trees. Whereas most studies use disrete haraters, there is a growing need for applying phylo-
geneti methods to ontinuous haraters. Examples of ontinuous data inlude gene expressions (Planet
et al. 2001), gene frequenies (Edwards and Cavalli-Sforza 1964; 1967), phenotypi haraters (Oakley
and Cunningham, 2000) or some morphologi haraters (MaLeod and Forey 2003; González-José et
al. 2008).
The simplest method to deal with ontinuous haraters using maximal parsimony onsists of dis-
retizing the haraters into a number of states small enough to be proessed by the software. Reent
software programs suh as TNT (Tree analysis using New Tehnology; Golobo et al. 2008) or CoMET
(Continuous-harater Model Evaluation and Testing Model; Lee and al. 2007) use developments of the
ontrast method to deal with ontinuous haraters. These methods assume that the haraters evolve at
omparable rates aording to a Brownian motion, an assumption that is often diult to verify (Felsen-
stein, 2004; Oakley and Cunningham, 2000). Distane-based methods are applied to both disrete and
ontinuous input data. Compared to harater-based approahes, distane-based approahes are quite
fast and furnish in many instanes quite reasonable results. As pointed out by Felsenstein (2004), the
amount of information that is lost when using a distane-based algorithm ompared to a harater-based
approah is often surprisingly small. The use of ontinuous haraters in distane-based methods may
at rst glane be less problemati than in harater-based methods, sine algorithms like the Neighbour-
Joining work identially on disrete or ontinuous haraters. However, here too it is often not easy to
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determine if the data an be desribed by a tree. When does a set of ontinuous haraters desribe a
split network or an X-tree? The artile furnishes some new insights on that question. It explains when
a set of ontinuous haraters an be desribed exatly by a split network or a valued X-tree. In real
appliations, the distane matrix orresponds only approximately to a split network or a tree topology.
An adequate method is neessary to quantify to what extent the distane matrix orresponds to a split
network or a tree. The Minimum Contradition method an be used for that purpose (Thuillard, 2007;
2008; 2009).
The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 suintly presents the Minimum Contradition method.
It explains why some inequalities, alled Kalmanson inequalities, are entral to phylogenies. Setion
3 extends the Minimum Contradition method to a set of ontinuous haraters. Setion 4 furnishes
the onditions under whih a set of ontinuous haraters an be desribed by a tree or a phylogeneti
network. Setion 5 presents an appliation of the algorithms in morphometris using a set of faioranial
haraters of hominids. Setion 6 presents preliminary results on the evolution of a number of physial
haraters in galaxies. It illustrates how the Minimum Contradition approah an be applied to disover
struturing haraters.
2. Ordering the taxa on a tree or a split network
A valued X-tree T is a graph with X the set of leaves and a unique path between any two distint
verties x and y, with internal verties of at most degree 3. A irular order on an X-tree orresponds to
an indexing of the n leaves aording to a irular (lokwise or anti-lokwise) sanning of the leaves in
T (Makarenkov and Leler, 1997). Figure 1 shows a tree and an indexing of the taxa that orresponds
to a irular order. For taxa indexed aording to a irular order the distane matrix Y n
i,j
fulls the
so-alled Kalmanson inequalities (Kalmanson, 1975):
Y ni,j ≥ Y
n
i,k, Y
n
k,j ≥ Y
n
k,i ( i ≤ j ≤ k) with Y
n
i,j = 1/2 · (di,n + dj,n − di,j). (1)
with di,j the pairwise distane between taxon i and j. As depited in Fig.1, the matrix element Y
n
i,j
is
the distane between a referene node n and the path i-j. The diagonal elements Y ni,i = di,n orrespond
to the pairwise distane between the referene node and the taxon i. The distane matrix Y n
i,j
has
the property that the distane diminishes away from the diagonal (Kalmanson, 1975). This property is
visualized in Fig 1. If the values of the distane matrix are represented by dierent levels of gray, the
level of gray is shading away from the diagonal. This property of the matrix haraterizes a Kalmanson
matrix and an order satisfying all Kalmanson inequalities is alled a perfet order.
Figure 1. The distane Y n=4
i,j
between a referene taxa n and the path i-j on an X-tree fulls
Kalmanson inequalities. If the values of the distane matrix Y n=4
i,j
are oded in a gray sale, the level of
gray dereases as one moves away from the diagonal. For more details see Thuillard (2007).
In real appliations, the distane matrix Y n
i,j
often only partially fulls the inequalities orresponding
to a perfet order. The ontradition on the order of the taxa an be dened as
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(2)
The best order of a distane matrix is, by denition, the order minimizing the ontradition. The
ordered matrix Y n
i,j
orresponding to the best order is dened as the minimum ontradition matrix for
the referene taxon n. For a perfetly ordered X-tree, the ontradition C is zero. A high ontradition
value C is the indiation of a distane matrix deviating signiantly from an X-tree. Bandelt and Dress
(1992) have shown that if a distane matrix d
i,j
fulls Kalmanson inequalities, then the distane matrix
an be exatly represented by a split network or by an X-tree. A split network an be regarded as
a generalization of trees. A split is a partition of the taxa into two disjoint sets that is realized by
removing the edges relating the two sets. (For an introdution to split networks, see Huson and Bryant,
2006). Kalmanson inequalities are related to a number of interesting mathematial results. Kalmanson
inequalities relate phylogeneti trees and split networks to the travelling salesman problem. Let us reall
that the travelling salesman problem is a fundamental problem in omputer siene. The problem's
formulation is quite simple. A travelling salesman must visit a number of ities and return to its point
of departure. The problem onsists of nding the order of the ities that minimizes the total travelling
distane D = dn,1 +
∑
i=1,...,(n−1)
di,i+1 with di,j the distane between the ity i and j. The travelling
salesman is one of the most studied problem in omputational siene as it is the prototype of a diult
problem. For all known algorithms, the maximum omputing time to solve the travelling salesman
problem inreases very rapidly with the number of ities. In other words, the solution of the travelling
salesman problem for a large number of ities generally requires a very large omputing power. Already
for a few hundreds ities, only approximate solutions an be obtained by the largest omputers. Not all
TSP problems are diult to solve. For instane, the TSP is easy to solve when the ities are on a onvex
hull in the Eulidean plane. In order to be on a onvex hull, the ities must be orderable so that the
following inequalities hold: di,j + dk,n ≤ di,k + dj,n and di,n + dj,k ≤ di,j + dk,n with 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n
(Kalmanson, 1975). These inequalities are equivalent to the Kalmanson inequalities (1): Y ni,j ≥ Y
n
i,k;
Y nk,j ≥ Y
n
k,i ( i ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n). The solution to the TSP orresponds to the order of the ities on the
onvex hull.
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Figure 2. The travelling salesman problem (TSP) an be easily solved if the points are on a onvex
hull in the Eulidean plane. Points on a onvex hull full the Kalmanson inequalities.
If one leaves aside Eulidian geometry, other metris full Kalmanson inequalities. Kalmanson in-
equalities are also satised by taxa on an X-tree or a split network. If the taxa are irularly ordered,
then the Kalmanson inequalities are fullled. As developed in a number of publiations (Deineko et al.
1995; Christopher et al.1996; Dress and Huson, 2004), perfet order orresponds in X-trees and split
networks to a solution of the travelling salesman problem (TSP) for both the distane matries d
i,j
and
Y n
i,j
.
In the next setion we show that for trees and split networks as well, the Kalmanson inequalities are
related to onvexity. This result furnishes a new perspetive on when trees and phylogeneti networks
an be used to desribe a set of ontinuous haraters.
3. Kalmanson inequalities on a single ontinuous harater
As of today, it is still not really lear when the use of ontinuous haraters in distane-based phy-
logeneti studies is a valid approah. To larify that problem, we will rst onsider a single harater.
Let us now disuss the onditions for whih a set of taxa haraterized by a single ontinuous harater
f1 an be perfetly ordered. Let us dene the distane di,j between two taxa as di,j = abs(f(i)− f(j)).
The taxa {1,..,n} are perfetly ordered when the order is suh that the distane matrix Y ni,j fulls the
Kalmanson inequalities: Y ni,j ≥ Y
n
i,k, Y
n
k,j ≥ Y
n
k,i ( i ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n). Proposition 1 desribes the
neessary and suient onditions on the harater f1(i) so that the taxa an be perfetly ordered.
Proposition 1:
A distane matrix Y ni,j is Kalmanson if and only if the values f1(i) of a harater on an ordered set
of taxa an be embedded into a ontinuous funtion
f(x) on [1,n℄: f(x) = (x − i) · (f(i+ 1)− f(i)) + f(i), x ∈ [i, i+ 1], x ⊂ ℜ, i ∈ {1, ..., n} with the fol-
lowing properties:
i) the funtion f(x) has at most one loal maxima and one loal minima
ii) the funtion f(x) rosses the referene line L(x) = f1(n) = onst. at most one.
Proof:
A entral distintion an be made between the taxa depending on whether the harater value is
smaller or larger than the value of a referene taxon n. The set of taxa an be divided into two disjoint
sets, the set S of taxa with values smaller or equal to the referene value f1(n) and the set of taxa L
with values larger than the referene value (See Fig. 3 for an illustration). Let us show that a distane
matrix fullling the onditions i) and ii) is perfetly ordered for any 3 ordered taxa i ≤ j ≤ k. We will
onsider all possible ases
a) All 3 taxa are in the same set (S or L). The distane Y ni,j between the taxa i and j is given
by the expression Y ni,j = min(|f1(i)− f1(n)|, |f1(j)− f1(n)|). Under the onditions in Prop.1 one has
min(|f1(i)− f1(n)|, |f1(j)− f1(n)|) ≥ min(|f1(i)− f1n)|, |f1(k)− f1(n)|)
and onsequently Y ni,j ≥ Y
n
i,k, ( i ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n).
b) The taxon i is in one set of taxa and the taxa j,k in another set. In that ase one has Y ni,j = Y
n
i,k = 0.
(For an illustration, see Fig.5 and Eq.3)
) Condition ii) prevents the seond taxon to be in another set than the taxa i and k.
d) If the third taxa is in another set than the taxa i,j one has Y ni,j ≥ Y
n
i,k = 0. The proof for the
seond inequality Y nk,j ≥ Y
n
k,i ( i ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n) is similar.
Let us show that if the onditions of the proposition are not fullled then Kalmanson inequalities are
violated. If the funtion f(x) has two maxima (or 2 minima) orresponding to the taxa i and k, then
there exists a taxa j with Y ni,j < Y
n
i,k and onsequently the Kalmanson inequalities are not fullled. A
similar inequality holds if the funtion f(x) does not satisfy ondition ii).
Figure 3 illustrates Prop. 1 with a simple example. The matrix Y ni,j is depited using a olour oding.
Large values are oded red, while small values of Y ni,j orrespond to small values. The distane matrix
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is perfetly ordered; the values of Y ni,j derease away from the diagonal as presribed by the Kalmanson
inequalities. Two lusters are observed, the rst luster orresponds to values smaller than the referene
value, the seond luster to values larger than the referene value.
The results on a single harater an be easily generalized to several haraters as the sum of perfetly
ordered matries Y ni,j =
mmax∑
m=1
Y ni,j(fm) is also perfetly ordered. This follows diretly from the Kalman-
son inequalities. If eah harater is Kalmanson, then Y ni,j(fm) ≥ Y
n
i,k(fm) and Y
n
k,j(fm) ≥ Y
n
k,i(fm) (
i ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n), and therefore Y ni,j is perfetly ordered.
Figure 3. Top: The taxa are ordered so that the haraters f1(i) on the taxa {1,. . . ,i,. . . ,n} an
be embedded in a funtion f(x) fullling proposition 1. Bottom: Distane matrix Y ni,j with a olour
oding. Larger values are oded red, small values blue. The order is perfet (C=0 in Eq.2).
We are now ready to disuss the onnetion between Kalmanson inequalities and onvexity in phylo-
genies. The tree metris ase is dierent from the Eulidean metris desribed in Fig.2. In an Eulidean
metris, Kalmanson inequalities are fullled if the points (ities) are on a onvex hull, while for split
networks and trees the hull must be orthogonally onvex. In an Eulidean metris, a set Z ⊂ ℜn is
dened to be orthogonally onvex if, for every line that is parallel to one of the axes of the Cartesian
oordinate system, the intersetion of Z with the line is empty, a point, or a single interval.
Corollary 2:
If the taxa {1,. . . ,n} are ordered so that the distane matries Y ni,j assoiated to the 2 haraters f1
and f2 are perfetly ordered, then the losed iruit {(f1(1), f2(1)); ...; (f1(n), f2(n)} relating eah two
onseutive points by an edge is on an orthogonal onvex hull.
Proof:
Proposition 1 for a single harater is equivalent to the following proposition: if the distane matrix
Y ni,j assoiated to a harater f1 is Kalmanson, then any horizontal line rosses the funtion f(x) at
most one (see Fig. 3 for an illustration). It follows that any horizontal or vertial line in the Eulidian
plane intersets the losed urve {(f1(1), f2(1)); ...; (f1(n), f2(n)} at most twie. (The intersetion of the
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line with Z is either a single interval or a point or empty (no rossing)). Let us point out that Corollary
2 desribes a suient but not neessary ondition to obtain a perfetly ordered matrix Y ni,j .
Figure 4. The values of two haraters that are perfetly ordered are on an orthogonal onvex hull.
Two examples of an orthogonal onvex hulls.
Corollary 2 an be extended to higher dimensions. The geometry, assoiated to trees and split networks
built on a set of perfetly ordered haraters, orresponds to an orthogonally onvex hull.
4. How to build a tree or a phylogeneti network from single ontinuous haraters?
In the previous setion we have explained when a set of haraters on a set of taxa fulls Kalmanson
inequalities and an be desribed by a tree or a split network. In this setion, we expliitly show how
the branhes of the trees evolve when several haraters are ombined. For a single harater, the taxa
an be ordered so as to full the onditions of Prop. 1. The resulting tree is a line tree. In a line tree,
all taxa are on a single path and one has
Y ni,j =
0i ∈ S, j /∈ Sori ∈ L, j /∈ L
min(|f(i)− f(n)|, |f(j)− f(n)|) = min(Y ni,i, Y
n
j,j)otherwise
. (3)
Figure 5 shows an example of a line tree with perfetly ordered taxa.
Figure 5. The tree assoiated to a single harater is a line tree. In a line tree, all taxa are on the
same path.
At least two independent haraters are neessary to generate a tree that is not a line tree. An
independent harater an be dened as follows.
Denition 1:
Two haraters f1 and f2 are independent if there exists at least 2 taxa i and j
(i<j<n) so that 0 < Y ni,j < Y
n
i,i, Y
n
j,j with Y
n
i,j = Y
n
i,j(f1) + Y
n
i,j(f2).
Proposition 3:
If two haraters f1 and f2 are independent, then the distane matrix Y
n
i,j = Y
n
i,j(f1) + Y
n
i,j(f2) does
not orrespond to a line tree.
Proof:
A line tree is so that either Y ni,j = 0 or Y
n
i,j = min(Y
n
i,i, Y
n
j,j). By denition two independent haraters
do not full either equality.
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Figure 6a shows 3 examples of independent haraters. If two haraters are independent and the
taxa are perfetly ordered on both f1 and f2, then the distane matrix orresponds to a split network
or an X-tree dierent from a line tree. Let us disuss the rst example in Fig.6. Without restrition, let
us assume that for the referene taxon n, f1(n) = f2(n) = 0. The distane matrix elements are given by
Y ni,j =
(
f1(i) + f2(i) min(f1(i), f1(j)) +min(f2(i), f2(j))
min(f1(i), f1(j)) +min(f2(i), f2(j)) f1(j) + f2(j)
)
. The expression
redues to Y ni,j =
(
f1(i) + f2(i) f1(j) + f2(i)
f1(j) + f2(i) f1(j) + f2(j)
)
and one has 0 < Y ni,j < Y
n
i,i, Y
n
j,j . The distane matrix
desribes the X-tree in Fig. 6b. Two examples of haraters that are not independent are given in Fig.6.
Figure 6. a) Examples of independent haraters; b) X-tree orresponding to the rst two examples;
) The haraters f1 and f2 are not independent.
Figure 7 is another illustration of Proposition 3 for two haraters on perfetly ordered taxa. The
ordered matrix Y ni,j = Y
n
i,j(f1) + Y
n
i,j(f2) is perfetly ordered. In this example, the distane matrix
is desribed by a split network and not by an X-tree (A tree is a speial ase among split networks
(Thuillard, 2007)).
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a) b)
) d)
Figure 7. The distane matrix Y ni,j (Fig. 7) orresponding to two dependent haraters f1(i) and
f2(i). The distane matrix orresponds to a split network (Fig. 7d). The split network is obtained with
Splits Tree (Huson and Bryant, 2006). The ontradition on the order of the taxa is zero (C=0 in Eq. 2)
5. Classiation of Hominids Fossil Speimens
The Minimum Contradition on ontinuous haraters was tested on a set of independently analyzed
data representing raniofaial properties of hominid fossils. The results obtained with the Minimum
Contradition Method are ompared to those obtained with TNT in a reent artile in Nature. González-
José et al. (2008) have analysed sets of raniofaial landmarks representing the exure of the ranial base,
faial retration, neuroranial globularity, and mastiatory apparatus. Phylogeneti relationships among
Homo speies and hominid taxa were obtained with the maximum parsimony module for ontinuous
haraters in TNT. The reader is referred to González-José et al. (2008) for the details on the extration
of the data.
Similarly to González-José et al., we have preproessed the 4 sets of landmarks with the Generalized
Prorustes Analysis in Morphologika (O' Higgins and Jones, 1998). The Generalized Prorustes analysis
is a superimposition method that rotates, sales and translates the landmarks to adjust for isometri
eets of size and orientation. The distane between two taxa is omputed as the sum of the absolute
dierene between eah Prorustes oordinate. The best irular order was subsequently obtained by
minimizing the ontradition C in Eq.(1) (Thuillard, 2008). Figure 8 shows the minimum ontradition
matrix using Gorilla gorilla as referene taxon. Gorilla gorilla is taken as the referene taxon in order
to be able to ompare the results with González-José et al.
The matrix Y ni,j is depited using a olour oding. Large values are oded red, while blue orresponds
to small values of Y ni,j . The minimum ontradition matrix an be desribed as a split network. The
order of the taxa is quite ompatible with the maximum parsimony tree of González-José et al. A number
of ontraditions to perfet order are observed for instane H. sapiens vs H. ergaster . As an example,
let us desribe how the ontradition between H. sapiens and H. ergaster an be extrated from Fig. 8.
The value Y n9,16 is oded in orange (45 on the right sale). The element Y
n
9,16 is larger than for instane
Y n9,13(Yellow=41) or Y
n
14,16=42. This orresponds to a ontradition as aording to the Kalmanson
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inequalities, one should have Y n9,16 ≤ Y
n
9,13 and Y
n
9,16 ≤ Y
n
14,16. Contraditions in Y
n
i,j orrespond to
deviations from a tree or a split network struture possibly aused by homoplasies or lateral transfers in
geneti sequenes (Thuillard, 2008).
Figure 8: Minimum ontradition matrix Y ni,j on a set of 20 hominid taxa usingGorilla gorilla as referene
taxon n.
Table I shows the best order obtained with the minimum ontradition approah and the order of the
taxa on the maximum parsimony tree. (The best order is a irular order and Gorilla gorilla is adjaent
to both P. aethiopius and Pan troglodytes .) Exept for H. sapiens the speimens are very similarly
ordered. The 2 main branhes of the maximum parsimony tree are indiated by a olour in the table.
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Table I: Cirular order obtained with the Minimum Contradition and the Maximum Parsimony
approah on a set of raniofaial landmarks of hominids (Maximum Parsimony order adapted from
González-José et al. (2008)).
Minimum Contradition Maximum Parsimony
1. Gorilla gorilla Gorilla gorilla
2. P. aethiopius P. aethiopius
3. Australopitheus afarensis Australopitheus afarensis
4. P. boisei (KNMER-406)
P. boisei (KNMER-406)
5. Paranthropus boisei (OH 5)
Paranthropus boisei (OH 5)
6. A. afrianus A. afrianus
7. H. habilis H. habilis
8. Homo rudolfensis Homo rudolfensis
9. H. eretus/H. ergaster (D2700)
H. eretus/H. ergaster (D2700)
10. H. ergaster H. ergaster
11. H. eretus H. eretus
12. H. rhodesiensis H. rhodesiensis
13. H. neanderthalensis (La Ferrassie)
H.sapiens
14. H. neanderthalensis (Gibraltar)
H. neanderthalensis (La Ferrassie)
15. H. neanderthalensis (La Chapelle aux
Saints)
H. neanderthalensis (La Chapelle aux Saints)
16. H. heidelbergensis (Steinheim)
H. neanderthalensis (Gibraltar)
17. H. sapiens H. heidelbergensis (Atapuera)
H. heidelberg18. ensis (Atapuera)
H. heidelbergensis (Steinheim)
19. P. robustus P. robustus
20. Pan troglodytes Pan troglodytes
Let us illustrate with an example the possibilities oered by the Minimum Contradition Method
to analyze phylogeneti data. In Fig.8, the largest values of Y ni,j for i=H. habilis and H. rudolfensis
orrespond to j=H. ergaster and H. sapiens ( Y ni,j : yellow=41). Grouping H. habilis and H. rudolfensis
with the other Homo taxa is therefore a possibility. On the other hand Y ni,j has omparable values
within the luster H. habilis , H. rudolfensis, A. afrianus , P. boisei (KNMER-406), and Paranthropus
boisei (OH 5). This oers a seond interpretation, namely that H.habilis and H. rudolfensis are related
to non Homo taxa. In order to proeed with the analysis, some denitions have to be introdued. Two
onseutive taxa with dierent harater values dene a ut. Two uts in a irular order dene a split. A
harater is said to support a set of splits, orresponding to all possible pairs of uts, if after disretization
of the harater's values the taxa are perfetly ordered. (As a side remark, let us mention the onnetion
existing between the denition of a ontinuous harater supporting a split and the onvexity of harater
states in a (non-valued) X-tree. If a harater supports a split on a valued X-tree then the harater
states after disretization are onvex (Semple and Steel, 2003)).
Contrarily to González-José et al., our analysis is done without using a Prinipal Components Analysis
(PCA). This simplies onsiderably the interpretation of the results. Landmarks satisfying to a good
approximation Prop. 1 an be identied quite simply. One those haraters are identied, one an
disover whih splits are supported by eah harater. Figure 9 shows a harater that supports the
seond interpretation of Fig. 8. The landmark 9 (Faial retration) supports a split between Homo
without H. habilis and H. rudolfensis and the other taxa. In that example, both interpretations are
equally valid (see also Cela-Conde and Amaya, 2003).
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a)
b)
Figure 9: Examples showing how haraters supporting well a split an be identied using Prop. 1
in this artile. The order is the same as in Table I. a) The harater Faial retration: landmark 9
supports the split between Homo without H. habilis and H. rudolfensis and the other taxa. b) Split for
the harater Faial retration: landmark 9.
The level of ontradition an be used as an objetive riterion to hoose the referene node. As
disussed in details in Thuillard (2008,2009), the referene node is an important hoie in the presene
of ontraditions. In our example, the normalized level of ontradition is lower if Pan troglodytes is
the referene taxon by about 30%. This suggests that Pan Troglodytes is a better hoie than Gorilla
Gorilla as a referene taxon. Figure 10 shows quite interestingly that the ambiguity onerning H. habilis
is removed with Pan troglodytes as referene taxon. H. habilis belongs learly to Homo. In summary,
with the data analyzed here, H.habilis shares some haraters with non Homo, but has a majority of
haraters shared with other Homo speimen, predominantly H.eretus/H. ergaster .
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Figure 10: Minimum ontradition matrix Y ni,j on a set of 20 hominid taxa using Pan Troglodytes as
referene taxon n.
A deeper analysis of the above results would go muh beyond the goal of this setion. In this setion
we wanted to illustrate how information an be extrated from a minimum ontradition analysis on
ontinuous variables.
6. Galaxies
The seond example, illustrating the ontinuous minimum ontradition approah, shows how a
harater-based phylogeneti tree an be inferred from a distane matrix. A standard approah to on-
struting phylogeneti trees from ontinuous variables onsists of disretizing the variables and to run a
maximum parsimony software treating the disretized variables as haraters. The diulty with that
approah is that the disretization may easily disrupt an underlying tree struture. This problem is par-
tiularly aute when 2-states haraters are used. The Minimum Contradition Method an be applied
to remedy that problem. Let us explain the main idea on a 2-states harater. Any perfetly ordered
variable f is transformed into a 2-states harater C by the following transformation: C =
1f(i) > T
0f(i) ≤ T
.
For illustration, we have taken from Ogando et al (2008) a sample of 100 galaxies desribed by
some observables and derived quantities. In this setion, our goal is to illustrate how the Minimum
Contradition approah an be used in pratie, in partiular to disover struturing haraters. The
astrophysial impliations are out of the sope of the present work. It will be presented in subsequent
papers together with more in-depth analysis. In pratie, identifying a priori haraters that behave like
on Figure 7a is diult. For omplex objets in evolution, this would require some good knowledge of
the evolution of the haraters together with some ideas about the orret phylogeny or at least a rough
evolutionary lassiation. In astrophysis, the study of galaxy evolution has not yet reahed this point
(see e.g. Fraix-Burnet et al 2006a, 2006b, 2006, 2009). However, we want to show here how the approah
presented in this paper an be extremely valuable even in ases with very little a priori hints.
In this example, three variables are seleted: Brie, B-R, and OIII. Brie measures the surfae brightness
of the galaxy, on a negative logarithm sale. B-R is the dierene between the B- and R-magnitudes:
a high B-R indiates a red objet (old stars and/or high metalliity), while a low B-R indiates a blue
objet (young stars and/or low metalliity). There is no a priori diret physial onnetions between the
three variables. High OIII (star formation) ould be expeted to orrespond to low B-R (young stars). As
shown in Fig. 11, that is not always true, due in large part to the dependene of B-R on the metalliity
of the stars.
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a) b)
)
Figure 11. Analysis of 3 seleted haraters Brie, OIII and B-R on an ensemble of 100 galaxies
ordered with the Minimum Contradition method. a) Distane matrix Y n
i,j
; b) Charater values vs
Galaxies after ordering: Top harater Brie, Middle: harater OIII, Bottom: Charater B-R; ) Tree
desribing approximately the distane matrix after disretization (Solid line in b).
After ordering, a number of lusters are learly reognized. The galaxies assoiated to the disrete
harater High Brie are far from being perfetly ordered. The data annot be desribed well with either
a split network or a tree. This problem an be solved by disretizing the variables. In Figure 11b, the
3 ordered variables are represented together with a disretization of the input variable using threshold
values (dashed lines). Disretization removes most ontraditions on the order (In order to see it, let us
onsider the harater Brie. Let us ode Brie High as 1 and Brie low as 0. The disretized funtion fulls
Prop. 1 as it has only a minimum and any horizontal line rosses the disretized funtion at most twie).
The distane matrix orresponds well to a split network. The split network an be represented, in rst
approximation, by an X-tree. To do so let us move the boundary (dashed line) separating low from
high Brie slightly to the right. The main split in the tree orresponds to the High Brie and Low
Brie branhes. Eah branh is split into two other branhes dened by the harater states, low OIII,
High OIII for Low Brie and low B-R, High-B-R for High-Brie. The resulting tree is shown in
Figure 11b
The main splitting harater is Brie for whih our disretization separates our sample in two roughly
equal bins. That is not the ase for OIII and B-R for whih low OIII and high B-R are two small and
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distint groups. All high Brie galaxies are in the high OIII bin. Indeed, a low OIII orresponds to an
absorption feature, while a high OIII indiates an emission line due to star formation. As a onsequene,
in this limited sample, low surfae brightness galaxies (main left branh) do have star formation, and
some high surfae brightness objets show only an OIII absorption feature (rightmost branh). All high
B-R galaxies have high Brie and high OIII. This means that in this sample, the red objets have a low
surfae brightness, but they have some star formation. They are thus not simply ageing galaxies, but
probably form stars with high metalliity. Conversely, all low OIII galaxies of our sample have a low B-R,
so that blue objets do not neessarily form a lot of stars.
A better understanding of the groupings and their physial impliations would require the investigation
of other properties of the objets. The relative omplexity of the orrelations between our three haraters
implies that a orret lassiation annot be made by dihotomizing the variables beforehand. A more
objetive and multivariate point of view is neessary to preise the separating value between for instane
high and low as in our present study. Indeed, the disretization is here used only to depit more
easily the multivariate and ontinuous ordering of the objets in the sample. Fig. 11 is a syntheti
lassiation shown by the distane matrix 11b and obtained from the Minimum Contradition method
using fully ontinuous information.
7. Conlusions
The Minimum Contradition approah furnishes an objetive justiation to using ontinuous vari-
ables or haraters in phylogeneti studies. Provided the taxa an be ordered so that eah harater
fulls the Kalmanson inequalities then there exists a split network or a tree representing exatly the dis-
tane matrix. We have shown that the Kalmanson inequalities are fullled if the values of eah harater
an be embedded into a funtion with at most a loal maxima and a loal minima, and rossing any
horizontal line at most twie. In pratial appliations the level of ontradition of the minimum ontra-
dition matrix furnishes an objetive measure of the deviations to a tree or split network. This approah
was applied to a set of ontinuous haraters, representing faioranial landmarks of hominids, already
analyzed with a maximum parsimony approah (González et al., 2008). While the results are found
to be very similar to the maximum parsimony approah, the Minimum Contradition method furnishes
supplementary information: i) Problemati relationships between taxa are visualized. ii) Charaters
supporting quite well a split an be disovered as they orrespond to single haraters fullling very well
the Kalmanson inequalities. iii) Our approah an also selet the best outgroup (referene taxon). The
best outgroup leads to the order with the smallest level of ontradition.
Disovering the struturing haraters among a set of ontinuous haraters is a notoriously diult
task. The searh for struturing haraters an be greatly failitated by looking for subsets of haraters
that satisfy best the Kalmanson inequalities. This approah was applied to a set of 40 haraters on
100 galaxies to extrat the struturing haraters. Quite interestingly, while disretization of ontinu-
ous haraters is often problemati, disretization with the Minimum Contradition method an help
removing ontraditions from a split network or tree struture.
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